
Long Exposure Photography NEIL BENNETT



What is LE photography? 
Photography at a shutter speed that cannot be 

handheld and still be sharp.

LE photography is a way of adding time as a 

third dimension to our 2D images of the 3D 

world.



Why use Long Exposures?



One type of Long Exposure we will not 

be discussing here is panning the 

camera to follow action.

This can be used effectively for animals 

on the move or sports.

This requires a lot of practise



Long Exposures require camera stabilization
Tripod is ideal, but almost any kind of stabilization will work

A sweater on a balcony railing to support your camera

A beanbag

Leaning your camera against a column or a lamppost

Putting your camera on the ground

Google to the rescue

Tripod tip: Always turn off lens and camera body stabilization 

when using a tripod. 



All images are made as a result of four actions:

Composition

Focus

Exposure Values

Releasing the shutter

Everyone can take a photograph until Manual 

mode is used. LE exposures are completely M.



LE images can be made at any time of the 

day

A) No light or very little light (night-time with or 

without a moon) 

B) Low light (twilight, largely meaning blue hour) 

C) Daylight.



A) LE with no light or very little light

LE photography in the dark means:

star photography

and photography of man-made features with city 

light or light painting added



Star Trails

LE at night typically means star trails and these require 

some specialized equipment and techniques.

This means both lenses and bodies, shutter releases, 

lights of various types and some knowledge of software 

to bring your images to completion.



Star trails:  

Star Trails can be shot at much lower ISOs (4 times your 

base ISO is a good starting point) than star points. The best 

star trail images are made by stacking multiple images and 

stacking software is available for both Mac and Windows 

computers.

Images are stacked to reduce the chance of your sensor 

developing HOT PIXELS



Building at 

night, new 

moon, light 

painting



Building at 

night, full 

moon, almost 

no light 

painting



Short star trails 

with light 

painting in 

foreground



“Short” Long Exposures

Short LE, if that isn’t an oxymoron, are also used 

at night but with a suitably wide aperture, 

exposures of some seconds will yield star points.

In the days of press cameras and photography 

for newspapers: “set f8 and be there”.

The “digital” expression for star points is: 

“set ISO 6400 and be there”.



Star Points:

Longest exposure time in order to keep stars as 

points of light.

Divide 400 by the focal length of lens (full frame 

equiv.)

Eg. using a 20mm lens, dividing 400 by 20 = 20 sec.

Star points typically require a high ISO (6400, for 

example) so any light painting of building facades, 

etc., will require some practice. 



Star point images are typically best around the new 

moon and photography at the new moon is 

challenging. These challenges are beyond the scope 

of this talk. 



Milky Way 

and star 

points



Star points



Light painted 

old car.



Star photography discussion
Attend a workshop, visit nationalparksatnight.com.

Camera, Lenses.

Tripod, Reflectors on legs.

Electric tea lights.

Release.

Flashlights.

Long Exposure Noise Reduction.

Software.

Clothes.

Dew point. 

http://nationalparksatnight.com/


Camera.

The ability to make noise free images at high ISOs is very 

important.

Lenses.

Fast and wide are the keys with no coma.

Tripod.

Sturdy, as you might be making multi minute or sometimes 

hour(s) long exposures. Reflectors on legs.

Release.

A cable release is mandatory, ideally an intervalometer which 

will allow you to make multiple exposures.



Flashlights.

You will be wanting to light paint portions of some images. 

(What the heck is a snoot?)

Long Exposure Noise Reduction.

You may need to make LENR dark slides so that hot pixels 

can be removed from your exposures.

Software.

Almost literally the sky is the limit.

Clothes.

Dark so if you walk in front of your camera in the dark you 

will not register (at low ISO).

Dew point. 



Example of an 

intervalometer.

This one is called

ShutterBoss II

By Vello.



Lighthouse with 

interrupted beam, 

photographed using 

an intervalometer.



Night shooting advice

Make test images.

Assess histogram, calculate exposure.

Histograms will be almost completely “left” but if 

you have some little bumps going “right” you 

likely have enough to bring up in “post”.



“PhotoPills”: 

For those interested in star imagery and knowing 

where and when the sun/moon will rise/set, this 

software is very highly recommended. 

“Tack sharp”: 

This app will give you DOF values for any 

aperture and is particularly valuable when doing 

night photography.





PhotoPills

functions



Flashlights:

Flashlights come in many different colour

temperatures and you will have to experiment 

with any flashlights you use to see how they 

affect your images.

Shoot in RAW and use auto WB. 

Your software and your ultimate images will like 

you.



B) LE with Low light (Blue Hour)

Blue Hour images can be made without the use 

of ND filters by selecting a high enough f stop  to 

allow you to increase the shutter time, thus 

giving you LE effects on clouds, water, cars or 

people moving, etc. You must balance the 

f number against the performance of the lens at 

higher f numbers though.



Lions Gate Bridge

Example of Blue 

hour image





All images are made as a result of four actions: 

Composition

Focus

Exposure Values

Releasing the shutter

Everyone can take a photograph until Manual 

mode is used. LE exposures are completely M.



C) LE images in broad daylight

Neutral Density (ND) filters are critical for LE 

images in daylight.

Can be “screw in” or “drop in” types.

Drop in allows composition and exposure 

calculation, then filter “dropped in” without 

disturbing lens settings.

Lee filters are a good example. 





There are various apps that will give you the 

correct exposure times for NDs of different 

densities.

When shooting on or across water, polarizers

can be used and these will typically make a 2 or 

3 stop difference without any other filtration.

Remember that stacking filters in front of your 

lens may lead to some vignetting. You are 

advised to practice, practice, practice.



Lee Filter 

exposure 

calculator 

for ND 

filters



Exposure calculations for using ND filters

1. Without ND filter, select composition, focus, 

release shutter.

2. Check histogram, make more exposures in M 

to achieve ETTR (Exposure To The Right) 

without clipping.

3. Use this exposure value to calculate the 

longer exposure needed with selected ND.

4. 1 second at ISO 6400 = 1 minute at ISO 100 



LE images can lead very nicely into very simple 

images as detail on water can be removed and 

cloud detail can be simplified. 

With sufficiently long images people and vehicles 

can be removed from images too. 

Minimalism can be an offshoot of LE images and 

there are some very good practitioners in the 

Vancouver region, Sharon Tenenbaum and Mark 

Koegel being two.



Minimalism

Removal of 

detail image



Some Advice

Firstly: Practice, practice! (Everything else is secondary)

Use the internet and YouTube.

One particularly helpful set of videos is by Attilio Ruffo who 

does a complete set of videos on LE exposure techniques and 

equipment. Very nice images on his website.

Arnaud Bathiard has very nice images from Venice.



Examples 

of daylight 

images





Tips for LE daylight images 
In order to achieve a nice LE effect, some 

suggested exposure times:

Waterfalls  - 2 seconds

Water  - 1 minute

Clouds  - 4 minutes

DSLR users, cover the eyepiece during LEs to 

prevent stray light entering and hitting sensor. 

Try gaffer’s tape.



Equipment

Good ND filters aren’t cheap. Some reviews suggest steering 

clear of adjustable ones.

Borrow from a friend, better still, borrow the friend too! 

When you do purchase any NDs be sure to select glass ones,  

check internet for reviews between brands. 

They are a lifetime purchase though, presuming none go 

“splash” in the ocean or “crash” on a rock.



LE thinking

Making an LE image is not as simple as slapping on 

some NDs and clicking the shutter. It takes conscious 

thought to see what an image might be like if you were 

to make the image at a long exposure. Be warned 

though, once you start it is indeed a very compelling 

rabbit hole.



Unconsciously Incompetent

Consciously Incompetent

Consciously Competent

Unconsciously Competent



Long Exposure examples from:

Sharon Tenenbaum

Marc Koegel

Attilio Ruffo

Arnaud Bathiard

Sandra Jungling

Neil Bennett

Sandra Jungling



Sharon Tenenbaum





Marc Koegel







Attilio Ruffo











Arnaud Bathiard









Sandra Jungling





Neil Bennett











I hope that I have whetted your appetite 

to try some Long Exposure 

photography soon.

Thank you.

Questions?


